iX PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS
Welcome to a groundbreaking approach to impact fund management. We remove all
of the friction in Impact Measurement & Management (IMM) with customized and
dynamic portfolio dashboards for impact funds and accelerators.
According to the Global Impact Investor's Network (GIIN), impact investors "universally
agree" that impact metrics and data are critical to understanding whether they are
making progress toward their impact goals, improving their impact performance, and
proactively reporting impact to key stakeholders. Our impact modeling technology
generates all of the data and analytics portfolio managers need to seamlessly and
transparently track, analyze and report on verified impact. Our approach enables
comparability of impact potential among prospective investments, comparability
within a portfolio of impact performance against market averages, and insight
into the unique contribution of a fund's investment in unlocking impact. The data

we generate allows impact funds to engage LP's with never-before-seen insights that
set the standard for IMM in 2021.

WHAT WE OFFER
Theory of Change
We begin by identifying the priority outputs and outcomes that drive a fund's
impact thesis, implementing best practices and standards.

Company-level Data Generation
We then build an impact model for each of the companies - or a representative
subset - in a portfolio to generate certified impact outputs and valuations that
drive a fund's impact thesis.

Tracking
Once the relationship between revenue and impact creation is certified, impact
tracking becomes a function of financial reporting. As a fund collects regular
reporting from portfolio companies, our technology automatically computes
each company's earned impact for that period.

Reporting
Impact Funds receive a comprehensive Annual Impact Report - a detailed
analysis of the impact unlocked by their Fund's investments, elevating impact
analysis & reporting to the standards of finance.

Portfolio Analysis
Once we have the key data generated across a portfolio, we are able to compute
groundbreaking analytics that can truly differentiate an impact fund. We build a
custom dashboard for every fund we support.
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CERTIFIED
BUILD & INVEST IN COMPANIES THAT DEMONSTRATE
MEANINGFUL, MEASURABLE IMPACT

CAPTURE IMPACT. POWER GROWTH.

